Mobile Phone Read Mode
When this mode is selected, your scanner is optimized to read bar codes from
mobile phone or other LED displays. However, the speed of scanning printed
bar codes may be slightly lower when this mode is enabled.

Hand Held Scanning - Mobile
Phone

Presentation Scanning Mobile Phone

Note: To turn off Mobil Phone Read Mode, scan the Manual Trigger Mode bar
code (see page 3-5).

Hands Free Time-Out
The Scan Stand and Presentation Modes are referred to as “hands free”
modes. If the scanner’s button is pressed when using a hands free mode, the
scanner changes to manual trigger mode. You can set the time the scanner
should remain in manual trigger mode by setting the Hands Free Time-Out.
Once the time-out value is reached, (if there have been no further button
presses) the scanner reverts to the original hands free mode.
Scan the Hands Free Time-Out bar code, then scan the time-out duration
(from 0-300,000 milliseconds) from the inside back cover, and Save. Default =
5,000 ms.

Hands Free Time-Out

Reread Delay
This sets the time period before the scanner can read the same bar code a second time. Setting a reread delay protects against accidental rereads of the
same bar code. Longer delays are effective in minimizing accidental rereads.
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Step 1. Scan the Clear One Prefix or Clear One Suffix symbol.
Step 2. Determine the 2 digit Hex value from the Symbology Chart
(included in the Symbology Charts, beginning on page A-1) for the
symbology from which you want to clear the prefix or suffix.
Step 3. Scan the 2 digit hex value from the Programming Chart inside the
back cover of this manual or scan 9, 9 for all symbologies.
Your change is automatically saved.

To Add a Carriage Return Suffix to All Symbologies
Scan the following bar code if you wish to add a carriage return suffix to all
symbologies at once. This action first clears all current suffixes, then programs a carriage return suffix for all symbologies.

Add CR Suffix
All Symbologies

Prefix Selections

Add Prefix

Clear One Prefix

Clear All Prefixes
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